June 16, 2022

Antony Blinken
Secretary of State
United States Department of State
Washington, DC 20520

Janet Yellen
Secretary of Treasury
United States Department of the Treasury
Washington, DC 20220

Dear Secretaries Blinken and Yellen,
We write you concerning the various “safe-havens” Russian sanctioned oligarchs have found for their illgotten gains following the Russian invasion of Ukraine in countries that have strong partnerships with the
U.S., despite a concerted effort by U.S. authorities to freeze those assets worldwide. While we are pleased
to see the creation of the transatlantic “Kleptocapture” task force to better enforce the sweeping sanctions
imposed on Russian oligarchs, we are concerned that “safe-haven” jurisdictions enable Russian
kleptocrats to evade these efforts and hold onto the wealth that has helped decimate Ukraine and buttress
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s government.
As the United States and other Western countries continue to increase the freezing and seizure of
oligarch assets, some U.S. partners provide avenues for oligarchs to protect their wealth and
launder it through global financial systems. We understand that many countries have existing security
relationships with Russia, including close U.S. partners. We believe the U.S. should work with these
partners to mitigate their concerns to ensure that efforts to cut off oligarchs from the global financial
system do not undermine our partners’ security.
Realtors in the Middle East and elsewhere have reported surges in inquires and purchases by Russian
billionaires following the invasion of Ukraine.i Russian kleptocrats also parkii their luxury yachts and
private planes in these safe haven jurisdictions, to avoid potential seizures.iii Oligarchs even take
advantage of “golden visa” programs throughout the world to gain long-term residency status in
exchange of investment in the local economy, a mechanism Russian oligarchs on the run have abused. In
recent years, we have seen countries like the United Kingdom, Cyprus, and Bulgaria eliminate or rollback
their “golden visa” schemes to eliminate “pay for citizenship” pathways for Russian oligarchs and the
U.S. should work with partners to eliminate similar programs elsewhere.
The sale of diamonds, gold, and other precious stones and metals are another way oligarchs can launder
money and move wealth across borders, many times through the same safe haven jurisdictions. While
primary sanctions were imposed on Russian gold, the illicit gold trade facilitated by third countries allow
Russian companies owned by sanctioned oligarchs to evade primary sanctions. According to a
recent report, Russia has sold most of the illicit gold it mines in Middle Eastern and South Asian markets,
providing yet another avenue for the oligarchs who own the mining companies to find profits in U.S.
partner countries.iv Making matters worse, the Wagner group, a Russian mercenary outfit with close ties
to Putin-aligned oligarchs that are complicitv in human rights violations, work with some African
governments in exchange for control over precious natural resources in lieu of cash.vi This bargain
provides greater access to gold and diamonds for their own money laundering amid an ever-tightening
sanctions environment.
Despite two rounds of U.S. sanctions on Alrosa, a partially Russian government-owned diamond mining
company that controls 28% of the global rough diamond trade, Middle Eastern and South Asian diamond

importers continue to purchase Russian rough diamonds from the company.vii After receiving rough
diamonds, they are often traded multiple times and polished in these third countries and then resold as the
third country’s product. This lack of traceability in the industry has created an enforcement challenge that
could transform the diamond trade into a channel for bypassing US, UK, and EU sanctions.
We applaud the administration for moving swiftly to sanction these oligarchs and their business
interests, but there are major loopholes in our ability to freeze these assets and are concerned our
partners are aiding the oligarchs’ abilities to hide their wealth. Below are actions the administration
should consider to close these loopholes and signal to our allies that we cannot tolerate the enablement of
Putin’s cronies:
●

●

●

●
●

Mandate the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) to publish an advisory urging
financial institutions to exercise heightened due diligence on financial flows to/from jurisdictions
that reportedly help sanctioned Russian oligarchs lauder their ill-gotten gains through
international financial systems, including a focus on, but not limited to the precious metal and
real estate sectors, and any other assets that the uber-rich use to hide their wealth.
Exert pressure in the Kimberley Process, an international consortium of governments to remove
“blood diamonds” from the market by suspending trading of Russian diamonds and employ
bilateral pressure on jurisdictions that help launder Russian rough diamonds. Work with industry
to accelerate traceability mechanisms and consider an Executive order prohibiting the dealing in
any polished diamonds of Russian origin.
Publish as complete a list as possible of sanctioned Russian oligarchs’ assets, including shell
companies, trusts, family funds, hedge funds, and other assets. Without this, real estate agents,
financiers, lawyers, companies, banks and other parties in safe havens have plausible deniability
to continue facilitating transactions with sanctioned oligarchs.
Work with allies and partners to phase-out and ultimately remove “golden visa” programs.
Consider the imposition of secondary sanctions on individuals or entities facilitating significant
transactions on behalf of Russian sanctioned persons (SDN's), including oligarchs.

We look forward to working with you to address these issues.
Respectfully,

Tom Malinowski
Member of Congress

Brian Fitzpatrick
Member of Congress

Adam Kinzinger
Member of Congress

William R. Keating
Member of Congress

John Curtis
Member of Congress

Joe Wilson
Member of Congress

Abigail D. Spanberger
Member of Congress

Micheal Waltz
Member of Congress

Steve Cohen
Member of Congress

Katie Porter

Dina Titus

Member of Congress

Member of Congress

Sheila Jackson Lee
Member of Congress
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